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A Methodology for Evaluating How
Product Characteristics Impact
Choice in Retail Settings with Many
Zero Observations: An Application
to Restaurant Wine Purchase
Catherine A. Durham, Iain Pardoe, and Esteban Vega-H
An approach is developed to examine the impact of product characteristics on choice
using a quantity-dependent hedonic model with retail panel data. Since panel data
for individual products from retail settings can include a large number of zero sales,
a modification of the zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) regression model is proposed for
estimation. Results for this model comparefavorably to results for alternative hurdle
and negative binomial models. An application of this methodology to restaurant wine
sales produces useful results regarding sensory characteristics, price, and originvarietal information.
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Introduction
As competition for food markets becomes more intense and food producers look for ways
to encourage consumer preference for their products, it is useful to develop methods for
understanding the impact of product characteristics on consumer choice. Experimental
work and hedonic price analysis both provide some information on consumer choice but
cannot address all questions of interest. Such approaches can also produce results which
conflict with observed choice behavior in actual retail situations. In experimental work,
this can occur because subjects pay closer attention to the object of a study than they
would in actual retail settings, thus inflating apparent preference effects. On the other
hand, typical applications of hedonic models may have more to do with production costs
than with consumer valuation. Further, both approaches tend to limit the descriptive
factors that can be examined. The complementary approach of modeling observed retail
sales data therefore has the potential to greatly add to our understanding. In this study,
a methodology is developed which allows examination of the impact from descriptive
information on product choice using a hedonic model with data from a restaurant or
retail store.
There are a number of analytical and methodological considerations when using such
retail data. First, since price is generally exogenousin these settings, a hedonic quantity
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model rather than price model is appropriate. Second, labeling, signage, and promotional activities may all be relevant when preparing for data collection. Third, although
panel data allow all these pieces of information to be used in examining demand, many
zero quantity observations can result. Finally, product choice data can give rise to many
forms of response variable, including continuous and categorical data. Here, however,
the focus is count data, and so the econometric model selected for analysis must also
handle this feature.
These considerations are explored by examining the impact of sensory and other characteristics on wine selection in a restaurant setting. Because the data have many zero
observations, a modification of the zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) model is developed for
estimation, and found to provide a better fit to the data than alternatives such as hurdle
and negative binomial models.
The next two sections provide background on the theoretical underpinnings of a
hedonic quantity approach and a review of economic literature relevant to wine characteristics and quality. This is followed by a discussion of the motivation for modeling wine
demand at the restaurant level, and consideration of those factors that can be examined
more fully at this level of aggregation. The next section provides a description of the methods and data for this type of analysis and gives details regarding the specific data used.
In the remaining sections, the empirical model, results, and conclusions are presented.

Theoretical Model
A principal feature of the approach used here is the underlying quantity-dependent
hedonic model. The hedonic approach was originally designed with price as the dependent variable, and assumed that price contains the information inherent in consumer
valuation of product attributes. Rosen (1974) extended hedonic price theory by determining market equilibrium conditions for valid estimation. Nerlove (1995), as well as
Brown and Rosen (1982), identified additional problems with this approach and further
limited the appropriate applications for hedonic price models. Nerlove, noting that
prices are frequently exogenous to a subset of buyers, developed a model in which the
hedonic index is quantity sold. Under his development, any commodity can be described
by specific attributes (Z =Z,, ...,Z,), and this attribute bundle then influences the utility
provided by the commodity, U[V[A(Z),Q(Z:ll,XI, where A(Z)is a vector of quality valuations for those attributes, Q(Z) is a vector of quantities purchased from the available
varieties, X is a vector of the quantities of other goods purchased, and V is a function of
the quantities purchased of the wines and the valuation of their attributes.
If the utility function is separable and homothetic between V and X, and consumers
take prices,p(Z), as given, then they maximize utility by their choices given those prices
and their own characteristics, Y, such as income. Then a spectrum of demand across
products is given by Q(Z) = F[p(Z), Y I a(Z)I,where the quality index A(Z) can be represented by a common function of the elements of Z, a(Z). This important consideration
is appropriate only under specific circumstances. For example, in a limited market
where consumer actions do not affect price, and if supply is essentially unlimited and
unaffected by changes in consumer demand, a quantity-dependent hedonic approach
with price as an exogenousvariable becomes appropriate. This scenario fits the general
retail situation in which products are storable, prices are fixed at the sales level, and
consumers make purchases based upon the prices and other information available.

